Bona Parkett Repair Kit
Technical data sheet
Bona Parkett Repair Kit is a complete set for making quick and easy repairs of
damages in wooden floors. The set includes 20 durable hardwax sticks and a butane
driven hot knife to melt the wax. The many different colours in the set will match most
wood types as is but it is also possible to combine waxes for a perfect match. The
melted wax doesn’t slump making it possible to fill significant damages in the surface.
Once set, the wax forms a hard, wear resistant surface.


Suitable for all types and colours of wood but also possible to use on laminate,
cork, veneer and similar surfaces.
Capable of filling large scratches/holes in the surface
Fast repairs, repair is done and ready in a few minutes
Hardwax sticks available for purchase separately





Technical data
Type of product:
Contents:
Colours;

Size:

Parkett repair kit
20 hardwax sticks, butane driven hot knife, scraper, cloth,
needle
1 Transparent, 2 Pine, 3 Oak rustic, 4 Beech, 5 Pear wood,
6 Oak medium, 7 Cherry, 8 Birch, 9 Oak light, 10 Ash, 11 Brown,
12 Yellow, 13 Maple, 14 Grey, 16 Crème, 17 Red, 19 Green,
20 Blue, 21 White, 22 Black
Sticks: 80 x 16 x 12 mm
Box: 228 x 185 x 44 mm

Directions for use
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Prepare the damage by cutting off/rounding sharp edges, Scrape and clean from
any dirt or sticky residue that may prevent adhesion. If filling an indentation,
remove the varnish or laminate in the indentation before filling.
Press the switch on the hot knife to ON ( I ). Place the included lighter towards the
holed grill and ignite the gas. Allow the hot knife 1 minute to heat up.
Melt the wax with the tip of the hot knife and allow it to drip into the damage until
it is filled completely.
Turn off the hot knife by pressing the switch to OFF ( 0 ).
Allow the hardwax to cool down for a few seconds, but don’t allow it to cool
down completely.
Remove surplus hardwax with the included plastic scraper.
The included cloth can be used to remove any residual wax around the repair.

Important! Pay attention to where the hot knife is placed during and after use. Keep
away from ignitable materials and liquids.
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